GROUT AND WATER CONTROL PACKER (GWC)

GROUTING AND WATER CONTROL PACKERS (GWC) are designed for use in underground drill holes for grouting and water control and is usually set by hand.

Large sizes can be used as stem pipes or drill collars for drilling smaller size holes, ie: the NGWC (76mm) packer can be used as a collar pipe for drilling 46mm holes.

Packers are available for all diamond drill, long hole, some large drill steel sizes and rotary percussion holes in a range of from 32mm to 152mm.

Grouting and Water Control Packers can also be supplied blanked off (solid bore)

Construction: Aluminium and Rubber (sizes 0-96mm)
Aluminium, Steel and Rubber (sizes 108mm +)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

The Grouting and Water Control Packer is fitted to required length of pipe with open valve attached.

Packer is then inserted to required depth, a pull back and closing of valve will set packer.